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New limit of the G-parity irregular weak nucleon current detected in b decays
of spin aligned 12B and 12N
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TheG-parity irregular induced tensor form factor in the weak nucleon axial vector current has been precisely
determined by measuring the alignment correlation terms in theb-ray angular distributions of the purely spin
aligned mirror pair12B(I p511, T1/2520.2 ms! and 12N(I p511, T1/2511.0 ms! in order to place a new limit
on the applicability of theG-parity conservation law. The coefficient of the induced tensor term was deter-
mined to be 2M f T / f A520.2160.09 ~stat.! 60.07 ~syst.!60.05 ~theory! at a 90% confidence level. The
previously obtained data in the year 1996 was reanalyzed to be added to the present result. The combined result
is 2M f T / f A520.1560.1260.05 ~theory! at a 90% confidence level. The obtained induced tensor coefficient
is vanishingly small and is consistent with the theoretical prediction based on QCD in the framework of which
the induced tensor form factor is proportional to the mass difference between up and down quarks. Also we set
constraints on the Kubodera-Delorme-Rho parameters from the present result together with the results of
correlation-type experiments in the massA58 and 20 systems asz52(0.1260.14)31023 MeV21 and l
51(0.3060.88)31023 in the 1s level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In parity violating weak processes,G-parity symmetry is
another important symmetry to be tested in order to cla
the validity of the symmetry betweenb decays of mirror
pairs, namely, the proton and the neutron decays or m
fundamentally between up and down quarks. Correctly s
tracting the charge asymmetry between mirror pairs, theG
symmetry may be broken because of the mass differe
between mirror pairs or more fundamentally between up
down quarks. In this sense, theG-parity irregular term can be
one of the keys to know how close we can get to the fun
mental level of the nucleonb decay of zero momentum
transfer as a direct decay of the quarks. We know well t
the process of the nucleon or the nuclearb decay is the resul

of the quark decay, that is,d→u1e21 n̄, inside the nucleon
or the nucleus but the intrinsic process, the decay of a b
quark, cannot be detected directly. We may expect howe
that the emitted electron inb decay would carry information
about the intrinsic process since the electron is a produc
the direct decay of the quark. In extraction of this inform
tion, however, we need complete knowledge about the st
ture of the nucleus or the nucleon. One of the example
the manifestation of the quarks inside the nucleon is
anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon, which is w
explained by the simple quark model. Also the mass diff
ence between a neutron and a proton is shown to be ca
by the difference in quarks making up the neutron (dud) and
the proton (uud). Subtracting the effect of the charge of th
0556-2813/2001/65~1!/015501~17!/$20.00 65 0155
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proton, the difference of the mass becomesMn2M p52.05
MeV, which is well reproduced by a calculation based
QCD @1#.

The search for theG-parity irregular current in nuclearb
decay has been continued since the classification undeG
transformation was introduced by Weinberg@2#. Recent de-
velopment and the history of the search for theG-parity ir-
regular term is well described in the article@3# by Wilkinson
and the status of these investigations in the mid 1980
described in a review article@4#. A great deal of work has
been carried out especially in determiningf t1/2 value asym-
metries in several pairs of mirror Gamow-Teller transitio
@5#. As well, many correlation-type experiments have be
carried out such asb-I correlation (b-ray angular distribu-
tion relative to the nuclear orientation! @6,7#, b-a @8#, and
b-g @9# angular correlations, particularly in the mass 8, 1
and 20 systems. The existence of theG-parity irregular cur-
rent was not found within the relatively large experimen
error. Still though, previous works did not exclude a sm
but finite amount ofG-parity violation resulting from the
mass and charge differences between the mirror pairs o
and down quarks@10,11#. Here, it is noted that theG-parity
violation resulting from the charge difference was predic
to be of the order of the fine structure constant.

Since 1980, in order to place a new constraint on
G-parity irregular current in nuclear weak decay, we ha
continued to measure the alignment correlation term in
massA512 system. We have improved the experimen
technique and also carefully examined systematic errors
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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fecting our results and conclusions@12,13#. Parallel to our
experimental progress, advances have been made in u
standing the axial charge asymmetry in mirrorb decays@14#
as well as on the relevant refined nuclear structure and w
functions of leptons in theb-decay process@15,16#. The lat-
est value of theG-parity violating term derived from the
alignment correlation experiment in the massA512 system
@13# is 2M f T / f A510.2260.05 ~stat.!60.15 ~syst.!60.05
~theory! in the 1s level. This result however, has a larg
systematic error due to the spurious asymmetry inb-ray
counting. In the present study this large systematic error
avoided by a newly developed timing program used for
measurement of the alignment correlation terms.

II. NUCLEAR b DECAY

A. Interaction Hamiltonian

Weak nuclear processes are described with the w
known current-current-type V-A interaction@15# as HI

5A1/2(Vl1Al)@c̄egl(11g5)cn#1H.c., whereVl andAl

are the vector and the axial vector currents, respectively.
to the strong interaction in the nucleus, Lorenz invarian
allows for several other currents. As a result, the most g
eral forms of the vector and the axial vector currents m
up of the Dirac matricesgl as well as the four-momentum
transferkl are given by

Vl5c̄p~ f Vgl1 f Wslrkr1 i f Skl!cn , ~1!

Al5c̄pg5~ f Agl1 f Tslrkr1 i f Pkl!cn ~2!

with slr5@gl ,gr#/2i andkl5kp2kn . Along with the main
vector f V and the main axial vectorf A currents, four other
currents are included in the representation. They are
weak magnetismf W , the induced scalarf S , the induced ten-
sor f T , and the induced pseudoscalarf P currents. The form
factors are real if time-reversal invariance holds and gen
ally they are the functions ofk2. The structure of the weak
nucleon currents is characterized by the magnitudes of th
six form factors in the vector and the axial vector curre
and is well described in Ref.@17#.

B. b-ray angular distribution from oriented nuclei

A theory of nuclearb decay was formulated by Morita
et al. @15# in which higher-order corrections such as the Co
lomb correction for the finite size of the nucleus and high
partial waves of the lepton wave function were prope
taken into account. For the present experiment it is neces
to employ a formalism with higher-order corrections sin
we are concerned with the small recoil terms in theb decay.
The b-ray angular distribution for the massA 5 12 of 12B
and 12N decaying into the ground state in12C, that is, (I p, T,
Tz : 11, 1, 71)→(01, 0, 0! from oriented nucleus is given
by
01550
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}pE~E02E!2B0~E!F11P

B1~E!

B0~E!
P1~cosu!

1A
B2~E!

B0~E!
P2~cosu!G , ~3!

whereE(E0) is theb-ray energy~end-point energy!, u is the
angle between the polarization direction and the direction
the emittedb ray, p is the electron momentum,Pi are the
Legendre polynomials,B1 /B0 is the polarization correlation
term, andB2 /B0 is the alignment correlation term. TheseP
andA are the degree of the nuclear spin polarization and
nuclear spin alignment, respectively, which are defined
P5a112a21 , A5123a0 with a111a01a2151 for
nuclear spinI 51, whereai are the magnetic substate pop
lations. Neglecting higher-order terms in the impulse a
proximation the alignment correlation term is simply d
scribed as

1

E

B2~E!

B0~E!
5

2

3 H 6S a2
f T

f A
D2

y7

2M J , ~4!

whereM is the nucleon mass and the subscript7 refers to
electron or positron decays. The first terma in Eq. ~4! is due
to the weak magnetism and is given by the strong form of
conserved vector current~CVC! theory. The third term is the
ratio of the timelike component in the main axial vector cu
rent, also called the axial charge and the main axial vec
currenty522M* ig5r/*s. Thus, the correlation coefficien
contains the weak magnetism term, the coefficient of
induced tensor term, and the axial charge.

C. G parity

G parity is the parity operation in charge space. TheG
transformation is defined by the product of the charge c
jugation C and the charge symmetry operationU
5 exp(ipTy), which is the rotation about the y axis by 180
in the charge space, asG5C exp(ipTy). For instance, unde
the G transformation a neutronb2 decay current is trans
formed into a protonb1 decay current. For the present n
clei, U relates thee2 decay of 12B to thee1 decay of 12N
whereasC relates thee1 decay of 12N to the e2 decay of
12N. By CPT conservation, this is equivalent to thee1 de-
cay of 12N. Each term of the hadronic weak current,Jl

5Vl1Al , in Eqs. ~1! and ~2! is classified in terms of its
behavior,DJl56GDJlG21. G parities for those six terms
are given byG511 for f V , f W , and f T terms andG5
21 for f A, f P, andf S terms. In the usual sign convention th
leading term in the vector current transforms without chan
of sign under theG-parity operation and the leading term
the axial current changes sign. For instance, in the axial t
sition if the G parity of an exchange meson changes sign
that meson makes its contribution to the overall nucleab
decay, by itselfb decaying between two nucleons, its co
tribution isG-parity regular and if it does not change sign
contribution isG-parity irregular. That is, those currents th
are transformed asGVlG2151Vl for vector current and
GAlG2152Al for axial vector current areG-parity regular
1-2
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NEW LIMIT OF THE G-PARITY IRREGULAR WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 015501
and those transformed oppositely areG-parity irregular cur-
rents. If each current of Eqs.~1! and ~2! has a definiteG
parity, the f S and f T terms should vanish because they ha
differentG parities from those of their leading terms. Adop
ing the CVC theory,]Vl50, we havef S50. We cannot,
however, set a similar constraint for the axial vector curr
since the pion decay to a muon is strictly forbidden under
condition ]Al50. Weinberg first introduced the classific
tion of these currents in terms ofG parity @2#. Consequently
in the weak nucleon currents only thef T term in the axial
vector current breaksG parity. If f S exists this term does no
appear in the 11→01 transition@4#. From the difference of
the alignment correlation terms given in Eq.~4! between12B
and 12N, f T can be extracted as

F 1

E

B2~E!

B0~E!G
12B

2F 1

E

B2~E!

B0~E!G
12N

5
4

3 S a2
f T

f A
1

Dy

2M D , ~5!

whereDy is the possible asymmetry in the axial charge d
fined asDy5@y1(12N)2y2(12B)#/2. On the other hand, th
sum gives the axial charge as

F 1

E

B2~E!

B0~E!G
12B

1F 1

E

B2~E!

B0~E!G
12N

52
2

3

y

M
, ~6!

wherey5@y1(12N)1y2(12B)#/2. The axial charge is one o
the most important parameters for the study on the me
exchange current in nuclei and the nuclear medium effec
the nucleon inside the nucleus. A detailed discussion on
axial charge can be found elsewhere@18#.

III. EXPERIMENT

The 12B and 12N nuclei were produced at the Osaka Un
versity 4.75-MV Van de Graaff accelerator. The reacti
chamber and part of the experimental apparatus are show
Fig. 1. All the components of the experimental equipm
other than counter telescopes and the electromagnet
contained in a steel vacuum chamber~not shown in the fig-
ure!. Part of the chamber was made of plastic to reduce s
teredb rays. The energy of the scattered electrons is v
much reduced (;4 MeV! by the plastic before reaching th
b-ray counters even if electrons are scattered by the s
wall. The experimental procedure consisted of four ste
These steps are summarized in the following Secs. II
Production of the polarized nuclei; III B, Recoil implantatio
into the Mg catcher; III C and III D, Spin manipulation from
polarization to alignment; III E,b-ray detection of the
aligned nuclei.

A. Production of 12B and 12N

The 12B(12N) nuclei were produced through the nucle
reaction11B(d,p)12B (10B(3He,n)12N). A 1.5-MeV deuteron
~3.0-MeV 3He) beam provided by the 4.75-MV Van d
Graaff accelerator at Osaka University was used to bomb
a 11B(98.0%; 10B 2.0%! @10B(90.4%; 11B 9.6%! or
10B~99.8%; 11B 0.2%!# enriched reaction target~300
mg/cm2) evaporated on a 0.15-mm-thick Mo backing ribb
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(430 mm33.2 mm! attached to a rotating target holder wi
the grazing angle of 10° relative to the incident beam dir
tion. The target, withstanding currents up to 30mA, was
cooled from inside the holder by a compressed air jet
typical counting rate ofb rays from stopped12B (12N) in the
Mg catcher detected by two sets of counter telescopes w
kcps ~200 cps! at a beam intensity of 15mA (30 mA!. The
target wheel rotated at a frequency of 75 ms. The Mo tar
ribbon was attached to one-third of the circumference of
target wheel as illustrated in Fig. 1. The pulsed incide
beam was synchronized to the rotation of the target whee
that we had the beam on target for 25 ms. During the be
off time ~50 ms!, the target wheel was hidden in a radiatio
shield to avoid background radiation from the target, a
during this time theb-ray counting and the spin manipula
tion were performed.

B. Recoil implantation

The produced12B (12N) were ejected at a recoil angl
40° –75° (20° –55°), which was chosen by the target groo
and the effective area of the catcher so that maximum po
ization was obtained. The nuclei were then implanted int
recoil catcher of Mg single crystal~hcp! placed under an

FIG. 1. Main part of the reaction and NMR chamber. T
vacuum chamber is not shown in the figure. The part of the cham
close to theb-ray path to the counter system is made of plastic
reduce the scatteredb rays. The target ribbon is attached to th
rotating target system~target area!, which rotates at a period of 75
ms. 12B(12N) produced through the nuclear reaction is implant
into Mg catcher and theb rays from the stopped nuclei are detect
by the counter telescopes placed above and below the catcher
1-3
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K. MINAMISONO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015501
external magnetic field ofH05600 Oe applied parallel to th
direction of the polarization. The typical size of the catch
was 15 mm320 mm in area and 500mm in thickness. The
maximum recoil energy of12B (12N) was 0.44 MeV~1.5
MeV!, and the maximum implantation depth in the catch
was 1.5mm (2.7mm!. The energy spread resulting from th
nuclear reaction and the target thickness, resulted in an
plantation depth in the catcher distributed almost uniform
from the surface to the maximum depth. The polarizat
created through the nuclear reaction was about 10%~20%!
and a small alignment of 2%~3%! was also produced. Th
degree of polarization produced was measured with
b-NMR ~nuclear magnetic resonance! technique by detect
ing the asymmetricb-ray distribution relative to the polar
ization direction with a set of plastic scintillation count
telescopes placed above~up! and below~down! the catcher
relative to the direction of the polarization axis.

C. Spin manipulation

1. Principle of the spin manipulation

The polarization resulting from the nuclear reaction w
artificially converted into the alignment with, ideally, no r
sidual polarization. By the use of spin manipulation, we w
able not only to produce a large alignment compared with
small initial alignment produced through the nuclear react
technique, but we were also able to create both positive
negative alignments. In this technique we use NMR with
magnetic interaction between the magnetic momentm of
12B(12N) and an external magnetic fieldH0 superposed on
the electric interaction between a quadrupole momentQ of
12B(12N) and the electric field gradientq in the Mg single
crystal. The crystalc axis of the Mg catcher was place
parallel toH0. The interaction Hamiltonian is written asHI
5HM1HE , where

HM52mH0 ,

HE5
eqQ

4I ~2I 21! H 3I Z
22I ~ I 11!1

h

2
~ I 1

2 1I 2
2 !J . ~7!

Here, I is the nuclear spin of the implanted nucleus,eqQ/h
is the quadrupole coupling constant, andI 1 (I 2) is the rais-
ing ~lowering! operator of the magnetic substatem. For 12B
and 12N in the Mg crystal, the electric field gradient is sym
metric around the crystalc axis due to the symmetry of th
crystal so that the asymmetry parameterh of the electric
field gradient becomes zeroh5(VXX2VYY)/VZZ50. Here
the electric field gradient is defined by the principal comp
nents ofVii 5d2V/dXidXi as uVXXu<uVYYu<uVZZu andVZZ
5q. In the first-order perturbation calculation, the ener
levels Em for the magnetic substatesm are unequally split
because of the quadrupole interaction
01550
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Em52hnLm1
hnQ

6 S 3 cos2 b21

2
1h sin2 b cos 2g D

3$3m22I ~ I 11!%,

nQ5
3eqQ

2I ~2I 21!h
. ~8!

Here,nL is the Larmor frequency andb andg are the polar
angles between the principal axis of the electric field gradi
and the external magnetic field. In the present experime
condition b50° and h50, the energy splits between th
magnetic substatesm51↔0, denotedFH as a correspond
ing resonance frequency, and between substatesm50↔
21, denotedFL , are well separated so that a specific tra
sition between selected substates can be induced. Here
resonance frequencies are given in a first-order perturba
calculation byFH5nL2nQ/2 andFL5nL1nQ/2. The quad-
rupole coupling constant in Mg is known@19# to beeqQ/h
52(47.060.1) kHz for 12B and eqQ/h52(59.361.7)
kHz for 12N. The alignment was created from the polariz
tion by use of spin manipulation. For the spin manipulatio
two types of rf applications were used. One is an adiab
fast passage~AFP! field denoted byFW L and FW H , which in-
terchanges the populations of two specific magnetic s
states. A typical AFP-field condition for12B and 12N was
FM5615 kHz, t rf51 ms, andH1;10 Oe, whereFM is the
frequency modulation,t rf is the rf-sweep time, andH1 is the
magnitude of rf, respectively. The other is a depolarizat
~D! field denoted byFL andFH , which equalizes the popu
lations of two specific magnetic substates. A typicalD-field
condition wasFM5610 kHz, t rf52 ms, andH1;5 Oe.
Applying a set of rf fields, the population in the unequa
separated magnetic substates are equalized and/or i
changed so that the positive and the negative alignment
produced.

2. Timing program for the creation of alignment

The spin manipulation for the artificial creation of th
alignment andb-ray detection were performed in accordan
with the timing programs controlled by a microcompute
There were two types of newly developed timing progra
used in this experiment. One was a timing program nam
‘‘main sequence’’ program for the creation of the positi
and the negative alignment and the measurement ofb-ray
energy spectra from the aligned nuclei. The other was a t
ing program named ‘‘test sequence’’ program in which t
efficiency of the spin manipulation was checked. Each p
gram consisted of several production beam cycles sync
nized with the rotating target.

a. Main sequence program.A set of main sequence pro
grams processed four kinds of beam cycles, which are il
trated in Fig. 2. TheAM

6 andAM
7 cycles for the production of

the positive and negative alignment were the principal par
the experiment and measured theb-ray spectra from the
aligned nuclei. In theAM

6 cycle, by applying a depolarizing
field FH before counting portion I and sequentially applyin
1-4
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an AFP fieldFW L before counting portion II, we obtained th
positive alignment in portion II. To confirm the alignment
portion II, the alignment was converted back again into
polarization in portion III. Right after counting portion III
alignment with the opposite sign was produced in count
portion V. To start from the negative alignment in anoth
beam cycle ofAM

7 , we replaced theFH andFW L rf set with the

FL and FW H rf set. The typical result of the polarizatio
changes inAM

6 andAM
7 as a function of time are illustrated i

Fig. 3. The alignments were successfully created in porti
II and V. The other parts of the main sequence program w
the PM

1 andPM
2 cycles for the measurement of the geome

cal center. These cycles were performed to determine
counting rate ratiog corresponding to zero polarization. A
shown in Fig. 2 the time-dependent decay of the polariza
produced through the nuclear reaction was measured in
PM

1 cycle with no rf, while in thePM
2 cycle the time-

dependent decay of the inverted polarization created
FW H-FW L-FW H rf was measured. A set of the main sequence p

FIG. 2. New timing program~main sequence program! and
magnetic substates populations. The main sequence program
lustrated in which positive and negative alignment are produc
The regions labeled from I to VI are the counting times. T
squares and the ellipses between the counting times represent
for spin manipulation. The rf hatched with gray represents the p
duction of positive alignment, white represents negative alignm
and hatched lines the destruction of the second component. ThAM

6

and AM
7 cycles are shown in the upper part of the figure toget

with the change of the magnetic substates populations by the
manipulation. After the spin manipulation by use of the NMR tec
nique was completed following the end of the production tim
b-ray counting was started. In the lower part, thePM

1 andPM
2 cycles

are shown from whichg was determined. A set of main sequen
program consistend of 20 pairs ofAM

6 andAM
7 cycles, which were

followed by 10 pairs ofPM
1 andPM

2 cycles. The sets were repeate
until the preset counting statistics were obtained.
01550
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gram consisted of 20 pairs ofAM
6 andAM

7 cycles, which were
followed by 10 pairs ofPM

1 and PM
2 cycles. The set was

repeated until a preset counting statistics were obtained
ideal spin manipulation yields the alignment asAII

65

(63P02A0)/2 and AV
65(63P02A0)/4, whereP0 is the

initial polarization, A0 is the initial alignment produced
through the nuclear reaction, andAi

6 is the alignment created
in counting portioni. The difference of the positive and th
negative alignment becomes 4.5 times larger than the in
polarization Â5(AII

12AII
2)1(AV

12AV
2)54.5P0, which

reached actual values of 40% for12B and 85% for 12N as

il-
d.

e rf
-
t,

r
in

-
,

FIG. 3. Typical result of the spin manipulation in the main s
quence program. The upper part of the figure is the result of12N
and the lower part of12B. A in the ordinate is the asymmetry pa
rameter (21 for 12B and 11 for 12N). The full circles are for
the polarization change in theAM

6 cycle and the open circles, in th
AM

7 cycle. The lines in the figure schematically illustrate the chan
of the polarization by the spin manipulation. At time zero, the in
dent beam was chopped. The alignments were successfully cre
in portions II and V. The smaller polarization inAM

6 cycle relative to
that in theAM

7 cycle is due to the initial alignment produced throug
the nuclear reaction.
1-5
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listed in Table I. This large effective alignment makes t
experiment very efficient and reliable.

b. Test sequence program.Though an ideal spin ma
nipullisted in Table I. This large effective alignment mak
the ation yields the difference of the positive and the ne
tive alignment toÂ54.5P0, actuallyÂ varied from the ideal
amount because of the imperfect efficiency of the spin m
nipulation. To determine the true alignment, the efficien
for the interchange of two specific populations of magne
states (ai↔ai 11) had to be measured in a set of test s
quence program. As shown in Fig. 4 five kinds of bea
cycles were used for this determination. They wereAT

6 and
AT

7 cycles for the measurement of the degree of achievem
of spin manipulation for the creation of the positive and t
negative alignment, respectively. The procedure of the
sequence program was the same as that of the main sequ
program except for the absence of counting portions II an
where theb-ray energy spectrum from the aligned nuc
was measured. Right after the alignment was produced,
alignment was immediately converted back again to po
ization. Thus, the deviation between the initial and the fi
polarization represents the achievement of the applied rf fi
andT1. A typical result of the polarization change as a fun
tion of time in test sequence program is illustrated in Fig.
where part of the beam cycles are shown. In addition,PT

1 ,
PT

2 , and PT
11 cycles measuredg and T1 by detecting the

time-dependent decay of the initial polarization. The test
quence program was performed for 1h~2 h! in every 5-h
~10-h! run of the main sequence program in12B (12N) ex-
periment. The results of spin manipulation are summari
in Table I. In the tableP is the initial polarization produced
through the nuclear reaction,a is the efficiency of the spin
inversion defined by the invertedP85aP, h(FL) @h(FH)#
is the efficiency for creation of the positive~negative! align-
ment,Â5(AII

12AII
2)1(AV

12AV
2) is the effective alignment

DP5(PII
12PII

2)1(PV
12PV

2) is the residual polarization in
the alignment portion, andT1(P) @T1(A)# is the spin lattice
relaxation time of the polarization~alignment!.

TABLE I. Result of the spin manipulation. As defined in Se
III C 2, P is the initial polarization produced through the nucle
reaction,a is the efficiency of the spin inversion defined by th
invertedP85aP, h(FL) @h(FH)# is the efficiency for creation of

the positive~negative! alignment, Â5(AII
12AII

2)1(AV
12AV

2), is
the effective alignment,DP5(PII

12PII
2)1(PV

12PV
2) is the re-

sidual polarization in alignment section, andT1(P) @T1(A)# is the
spin lattice relaxation time of the polarization~alignment!.

12B 12N

P ~%! 11.2560.01 20.1260.06
a ~%! 294.860.04 294.960.09
h(FL) ~%! 98.1360.08 99.160.3
h(FH) ~%! 98.2960.07 99.160.3

Â ~%! 39.9960.06 84.260.4

DP ~%! 20.0960.01 0.2860.05
T1(P) ~ms! 78.160.4 24763
T1(A) ~ms! 30.460.3 7568
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D. Mg catcher

A catcher was cut out from a bulk Mg single crystal
that thec axis was in the plane of the catcher. For the cuttin
a spark slicer was used to minimize the damage on the
face of the crystal. In the next step, the surface of the catc
was etched by 50mm at room temperature with citric aci
~5% concentration! to the thickness of about 500mm, to
remove damages and defects on the surface produced b
slicing process. After the etching, the residuals on the surf
were quenched by deionized water and the water was bl
off by a jet of dry N2 gas. The x-ray diffraction pattern of th
crystal was checked to confirm the orientation of thec axis
and the structure near the surface. The Mg catcher
mounted on the tip of an Al holder of 0.5 mm thicknes
which was attached on the coil holder along with an rf co
The backing was cooled by water flow to prevent heat
due to irradiation of the production target and from ed
currents created by the rf fields. During the experiment,
surface of the catcher slowly became contaminated by
sputtered target due to beam irradiation. This resulted i
decrease in the measured polarization. To remove the
tamination and to recover the polarization, the surface of

FIG. 4. New timing program~test sequence program! and mag-
netic substates populations. The test sequence program is illust
in which the efficiency of the spin manipulation were measur
The regions labeled from I to IV are the counting times. T
squares and the ellipses between the counting times represent
for spin manipulation. The rf hatched with gray represents the p
duction of positive alignment and white represents negative al
ment. TheAT

6 and AT
7 cycles are shown in the upper part of th

figure together with the change of the magnetic substates pop
tions by the spin manipulation. In the lower part thePT

1 , PT
2 , and

PT
11 cycles are shown from which the geometrical centerg and the

spin lattice relaxation timeT1 were determined. The test sequen
program was performed for 1 h~2 h! in every 5-h~10-h! run of the
main sequence program in12B (12N) experiment.
1-6
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Mg catcher was etched every 72 h. For reliable spin man
lation accurate knowledge of the quadrupole interaction
very important. Recently, we found a new minority locati
of 12B and 12N in Mg ~second component! @19#, which might
affect the result of the spin manipulation and, in the wo
case, would have about 15% of population relative to
population of the well-known majority location~main com-
ponent!. From detailed studies, it has been shown that~1! the
second component is caused by micrograins introduced
the crystal during the growth process and/or of the cutt
and treatment of the crystal,~2! the c axis of the micrograin
is perpendicular to that of the bulk crystal, and~3! the abso-
lute value of the electric field gradient for the second co
ponent is the same as that for the main component and
pendicular to thec axis of the bulk crystal. The coupling
constant for the second component iseqQ/h;245 kHz for
12B andeqQ/h;260 kHz for 12N with q vertical to thec
axis of the bulk crystal. The amount of the second com

FIG. 5. Result of the spin manipulation in test sequence p
gram. The upper part of the figure is for12N and the lower part for
12B. A in the ordinate is the asymmetry parameter (21 for12B and
11 for 12N).The full circles are for the polarization change in th
AT

6 cycle and the open circles, in theAT
7 cycle. The lines in the

figure schematically illustrate the change of the polarization by
spin manipulation. An alignment was created between the coun
portions I and II~III and IV! and immediately converted back t
polarization. The difference of the polarization between portion
and II ~III and IV! is due to the efficiency of the manipulation an
to theT1. The full squares are for the polarization change in thePT

1

cycle in which no rf was applied for the measurement ofT1.
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nent is strongly dependent on the way the surface of the
catcher is treated. Thus, in the present experiment a s
slicer was used for cutting out a catcher and its surface
etched. Every time a newly treated catcher was used,
amount of the second component was shown to be zeroP
50, within the experimental error by detecting the NM
signal from that component. To ensure the absence of
effects from the second component in the final result,
destroyed the polarization of the second component by
plying a set of rf fields before each measurement of the
ergy spectra as illustrated in Fig. 2. Moreover, since the cr
tal c axis of Mg catcher was placed parallel to the exter
magnetic field, the two sets of resonance frequencies re
ing from the main and the second component were w
separated. Thus the spin manipulation for the main com
nent was not affected by the second component at all.

E. b-ray energy spectrum

1. b-ray detectors

Theb rays from aligned12B and 12N in counting portions
II and V were detected with a 150 mmf3175 mm plastic
scintillation counter named theE counter. The counter wa
large enough to measure the entireb-ray energy and was
placed above~up! and below~down! the catcher relative to
the polarization direction. The counter system telescope
shown in Fig. 1. The solid angle of each telescope (
31022 sr/4p! was defined by two sets of thin plastic sci
tillation counters named theB counter (55 mmf31 mm!
placed right in front of theE counter and a counter name
theA counter~12 mmf30.5 mm!, which was placed close to
the catcher. The cone shaped plastic scintillation veto cou
named theC counter was used to reject unwantedb rays
scattered by the return yokes of the air coreb-NMR magnet.
To prevent the photomultiplier tubes~PMTs! of theE counter
from saturation due to the prompt radiation during produ
tion time, the high voltage fed to the first dynode of th
PMTs was dropped during beam-on time so as not to amp
those photoelectrons. Using this method we were able
avoid unwanted effects in theb-ray counting time. Because
of the long data acquisition time~several weeks!, the stabil-
ity of the energy counter system had to be very high for
accurate determination of the alignment correlation terms
the experiment, a pulse-height-gain stabilizer was used in
amplifier system. A standard light pulse from an ligh
emitting diode~LED! pulser maintained at a constant tem
perature was used at the end of every beam cycle to en
the stability of theE counter, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and
The stability of the counter system was monitored by
change in the center of gravity of theb-ray energy spectrum
and the variation of the center of gravity was found to
within (061)% for both the12B and 12N spectra. This sta-
bility was sufficient for the precise measurement of alig
ment correlation terms. The small time-dependent ene
shift was properly taken into account as a systematic erro
discussed later.

2. Trigger signal

Real events were selected by the trigger sig
AùBùC̄ùE in the coincidence unit. Furthermore, two si

-

e
g

I
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nals arriving within the timing interval of 500 ns were r
jected as pile-up events. The signals from these reje
events were consistent with back-scatteredb rays or cosmic
rays. The resultant events were further inhibited during
10 ms busy time of the analog-to-digital converter~ADC!.
All the discriminators were inhibited during beam-on tim
and rf time.

3. Linear signal

To ensure as high a counting rate as possible the lin
signals obtained from the dynode of the PM
~HAMAMATSU R1250! of an E counter had a relatively
short decay constant of about 1ms and were further short
ened by the delay line clipping method to about 500 ns. A
the clipping they were selected by the trigger signals m

FIG. 6. b-ray energy spectrum of12B and 12N. The upper part
shows a typical energy spectrum of12B and the lower part of12N.
The dots are the experimental data and the solid lines are the be
of the simulated energy spectrum to the data. Together with
spectrum, the residuals (Nexp2Nfit)/Nexp

1/2 are plotted, whereNexp

and Nfit are the experimental data and the fit result, respectiv
The errors are from the experimental data. The fitting regions w
4.1–13.0 MeV for 12B and 4.6–15.1 MeV for12N indicated by
arrows. For this typical spectrum we hadx2/n51.29 for 12B and
x2/n51.00 for 12N.
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tioned above to reject all the unwanted events. The sele
true events were digitized by the ADC after being amplifie
The spectrum data were finally read out through a CAMA
crate controller. The linear signals that originated from t
LED standard light pulser were led to the gain stabiliz
loop. The gain shift of the system, detected by the chang
pulse height of the LED light, was fed back to the amplifi
so as to cancel the gain shift.

4. Counter response function

The b-ray energy spectrum from unoriented nuclei
given as

S~E!5pE~E02E!2F~6Z,E!@11R0~E,E0!#, ~9!

whereF(6Z,E) is the Fermi function andR0(E, E0) is the
radiative correction. The measuredb-ray spectra, however
varied from the shape given byS(E) because of the respons
of the b-ray counter.b rays in the plastic scintillation
counter loose kinetic energy by electric excitation in t
plastic and by the bremsstrahlung process. Since the en
deposition by the monochromaticb ray in the plastic has a
low energy tail in the pulse height spectrum, because a
of the bremsstrahlung may escape from the surface of
counter without depositing its energy in the counter, and a
has a high energy tail because of the positron annihilatio
simple minded theoretical response function does not re
duce the lower energy tail and the shape at the higher en
tail at all. Scatteredb rays in the Mg catcher also contribute
to the lower energy tail. Thus in the present analysis
character of the monochromaticb-ray energy deposition wa
studied based on Monte Carlo simulation of the electrom
netic cascade showerEGS4 @20#. The response function
R(x,E) of b ray with monochromatic energyE is dependent
upon the energy deposit functionf (y,E), which was simu-
lated using theEGS4 code taking into account the geomet
of the counter system and the NMR chamber and the eff
of annihilation gamma in flight and also the one or two ph
tons escaped in scintillator were taken into account. The
sponse function is given by the energy deposit function c
voluted with the counter resolution

R~x,E!5E f ~y,E!
1

A2ps
expF2

~x2y!2

2s2 Gdy. ~10!

Herex is the observed energy,y is the energy deposit, ands
is the resolution of the counter, wheres is expected to have
the form s0AE and s0 is a constant. Thus, the observe
energy spectrumW(E) is given by the statistical shapeS(E)
in Eq. ~9! convoluted with the response function

W~E!5E S~m!R~E,m!dm, ~11!

whereE is the observed energy andm is the incident energy.
The reliability of the simulation was checked by measuri
monochromaticb1 andb2 rays using a spectrometer. Fro
the experimental check, we find a (0620)% difference be-
tween the lower energy tail of the shape of the experime

t fit
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response function and that of simulated one, which w
taken into account in evaluating a systematic error. The
tained simulated energy spectrum was used for the leasx2

fitting to the measured energy spectra. A typical result of
fitting is shown in Fig. 6. The fitting parameters were t
zero energy channel, the end-point channel, and the nor
ization of the amplitude. In this fit, the counter resoluti
s050.12 MeV21 for the up counter system ands0
50.08 MeV21 for the down counter system were use
These values were determined by fitting the simulated ene
spectrum to another set of experimental data obtained for
determination of the resolution. We found excellent agr
ment between the simulated spectrum and the experime
data.

5. Energy scaling

The energy scale was determined by measuring the
point energies ofb-ray spectra from severalb emitters pro-
duced through nuclear reactions. For the12B experiment,
e
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12B(Eend513.369 MeV!, 20F(Eend55.390 MeV!, and
28Al( Eend52.863 MeV! were produced and measured. F
the 12N experiment, 12N(Eend516.3161 MeV!, 30P(Eend
53.210 MeV!, and 15O(Eend51.732 MeV! were produced
and measured. In the extraction of the end-point energy,
least x2 fitting of the simulated energy spectrum was pe
formed in which the free parameters were the zero-point
ergy, the end-point energy, and the normalization factor.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Principle of the extraction of B2 ÕB0

The alignment correlation term can be extracted from
b-ray counting ratio of positively and negatively aligned n
clei for a givenb-ray energyÊi5Ei6DE. In this analysis,
Ei ranged from 5 MeV to 13 MeV in total energy for12B
and from 5 MeV to 15 MeV in total energy for12N and
DE50.5 MeV. The double ratio of up or down counters
portions II and V in the main sequence program is defined
RUorD~Êi !5FT6NII
1~Êi !

T7NII
2~Êi !

T7NV
1~Êi !

T6NV
2~Êi !

G
UorD

5FB0~Êi !6PII
1B1~Êi !1AII

1B2~Êi !

B0~Êi !6PII
2B1~Êi !1AII

2B2~Êi !

B0~Êi !6PV
1B1~Êi !1AV

1B2~Êi !

B0~Êi !6PV
2B1~Êi !1AV

2B2~Êi !
G

UorD

,

~12!
the
rly

ent

is
he
trix

of
whereT6 andT7 are the possible time-dependent asymm
try in theb-ray counting inAM

6 andAM
7 cycles caused by the

intensity fluctuation of the incident beam,Ni
6 are theb-ray

counting from the positive1 and the negative2 alignments
in counting portioni in the main sequence program, and t
upper and lower signs are for up and down counters, res
tively. Here it should be noted that in Eq.~12! the time-
dependent asymmetryT6 and T7 are completely cancele
out. Neglecting higher-order contributions from the alig
ment and the residual polarization, the alignment correla
term is ideally given by

FB2~Êi !

B0~Êi !
G

UorD

>
RUorD~Êi !217DP

Â
, ~13!

whereÂ5(AII
12AII

2)1(AV
12AV

2) is the effective alignmen
and DP5(PII

12PII
2)1(PV

12PV
2) is the residual polariza

tion caused by the imperfect spin manipulation, which w
negligibly smalluDP/Âu<0.35% as shown in Table I. More
over, summing the alignment correlation terms obtain
from up and down counters, the small but finite effects of
residual polarization can be rejected as

B2~Êi !

B0~Êi !
5

1

2 H FB2~Êi !

B0~Êi !
G

U

1FB2~Êi !

B0~Êi !
G

D
J

>
1

2Â
@RU~Êi !211RD~Êi !21#. ~14!
-

c-

-
n

s

d
e

In the actual analysis the higher-order contributions from
alignment and the small residual polarization were prope
taken into account by directly solving Eq.~12!.

B. Weak magnetism

We shall extract the strength of the induced tensor curr
from the experimental data on theb-ray asymmetry. As is
seen in Eq.~5!, this is possible if the weak magnetism
given to a good precision. In the strong form of the CVC, t
weak magnetism appears in the ratio of the nuclear ma
elements of the vector and the axial vector current,

a52
1

2M

E V

E A

52
1

2M

f VH ~122M f W / f V!E s1E lJ
f AE s

52
1

2M

f V

f AS 11mp2mn1

E l

E s
D , ~15!

wheremp and mn are the anomalous magnetic moments
1-9
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K. MINAMISONO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015501
the free nucleon withm511mp2mn54.706. In this expres-
sion we have suppressed exchange currents terms for
plicity.

The presence of the weak magnetism is direct proof of
strong form of CVC, namely, the universality of the ma
netic form factors between the isovector component of
electromagnetic and the weak interactions. As a result m
experiments to detect the weak magnetism have been
formed. In these experiments, the spectral shape in theb-ray
energy spectrum is slightly affected by the weak magnet
and is given bydW7(E)/dE}pE(E02E)2(168aE/3). Al-
though several measurements of the spectral shape f
have been performed@21#, we did not use those experiment
results in determining the value of the weak magnetism. T
precision of the results is not high due to the unavoida
b-ray scattering problem and the lack of the knowledge
the detectors response to monochromaticb rays, although all
the data are consistent with the CVC prediction.

The best quantity to determine the weak magnetism is
transition strength of theM1-g ray decaying from the 15.11
MeV excited state in12C to its ground state. The 15.11-Me
state forms an isospin triad together with the ground state
12B and 12N. We use the transition rates of the massA512
system inb andg decays to evaluate the magnitude of t
weak magnetism and we modify the formula~15! slightly as
below,

2a5a21a1 ~16!

with

a752
1

2M

S E VD
7

S E AD
7

52
1

2M

S E VD
0

S E AD
7

S E VD
7

S E VD
0

52
1

2M

S E VD
0

S E AD
7

S E sD
7

S E sD
0

, ~17!

where the subscripts2, 1, and 0 stand for the electron
positron, andg decays, respectively. In Eq.~17!, (*V)0 and
(*A)7 can be determined experimentally. There are, ho
ever, no experimental data on (*V)7 to good enough preci
sion for our purpose. We adopt theoretically estimated val
(*s)7 /(*s)0 in place of (*V)7 /(*V)0. The approximation
is justified since the nuclear matrix elements of the isovec
current*V is dominated bym*s and a small contribution o
less than 1% from* l term, which may depend on the charg
asymmetry. This means that the possible asymmetry of
weak magnetism contributes only a small fraction of the 1
01550
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Although there is a possible contribution of 2.9% for th
exchange currents to the individual matrix elements*s, the
effects are mostly canceled in the ratio (*s)7 /(*s)0. The
nuclear model we have adopted in calculating (*s)7 /(*s)0
is given in the next section. The nucleon wave functions
found so as to fit the separation energy of each nucleon.
12C we adopt an average of nucleon wave functions for12B
and 12N. In this model we have (*s)7 /(*s)051.026 and
0.975 for the electron and positron decays, respectively.

Now we derive (*V)0 and (*A)7 for the experimental
data of theg- andb-transition rates. Theg-decay width of
the analogM1 transition 12C* ~15.11 MeV! →12C ~ground
state! is precisely measured through the photon or the e
tron scattering on12C. Theg-decay widthGg can be written
asGg5u(*V)0u2aEg

3/6M2, whereEg is the energy of theg
ray under consideration anda is the fine structure constan
TheGg was evaluated from the 12 data of experiments@22#,
which employed photon or electron scattering. The weigh
mean value of all the available data isGg5(38.260.6) eV.
In the derivation of (*V)0, the isospin mixing of theT50
component from the 12.71-MeV excited state in12C was
properly taken into account@23#. An admixture of 6% given
in the study of the electron scattering@24# is adopted in the
present analysis. The 6% isospin mixing results in an
hancement of the weak magnetism by 0.6% and thus
effect of the possible variation of the assumed value of
mixing on the weak magnetism is small. The ratio of thef t
values of the Gamow-Teller transition and the super allow
0→0 transition is related to the axial vector matrix eleme
as in the following formula:

f t0→0

f t7
5

US E AD
7
U2

2 f V
2

. ~18!

The experimentalf t values adopted aref t(12B)5(11 668
654) s andf t(12N)5(13 183691) s. We obtained the ratio
of nuclear matrix elements,

S E VD
2

S E AD
2

524.0260.03 and

S E VD
1

S E AD
1

524.0660.03.

~19!

Finally, the experimental value of the weak magnetism
determined to be

a5
4.0460.03

2M
~20!

in the 1s level, where the error comes from the contributio
of the statistical error ofGg and f t values, which is taken
into account as a systematic error in the final result.
notice here that the different nuclear models f
(*s)7 /(*s)0 do not introduce any significant effect to th
numerical value in Eq.~20!.
1-10
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C. Possible asymmetry in the axial charge

Possible charge asymmetry in the mirrorb decays was
once discussed in connection with thef t-value ratio of the
p-shell nuclei. Deviation from unity of this ratio is expecte
if there is a difference of nuclear structure in mirror nucl
~There would be the effect originated from the induced t
sor current in theb decay. This was eliminated in the case
the massA58 system by studying the dependence on
maximum electron energy@25#.! Blomqvist explained this
asymmetry by investigating the difference of the nucle
structure due to the binding energy difference of the dec
ing nucleons in the massA512 system@26#. At the same
time, Wilkinson made an extensive investigation on the sa
subject with an essentially identical method as that of Blo
qvist in a wide range of the 0p-sd-shell nuclei and discusse
nuclear structure effects@27#. As is seen in these two inves
tigations, the mirror asymmetry of the Gamow-Teller mat
elements is sizable due to the charge asymmetric nuc
structure. Thus it would be worthwhile to study such an
fect in the axial charge, even though most of the investi
tions ofb-ray angular distribution or correlation-type expe
ments usually assume the charge symmetry for the mi
decays, because the physical observables in these ex
ments are related to the ratio of the nuclear matrix eleme
For the present measurement of the alignment correla
term, not only are the counting statistics high but also
experimental technique and the theoretical analysis are
able enough to consider such contribution from charge as
metry.

The strength of the induced tensor current is derived fr
the observed quantity with an estimated value ofDy given
by a theory, see Eq.~5!. Herey is defined by the ratio of the
axial charge to Gamow-Teller matrix elements,y
522M* ig5r/*s, andDy is the difference ofy2(12B) and
y1(12N). We have two publications available forDy. First of
all we introduce here the theoretical values ofDy in Ref.
@14#. They adopted the method by Blomqvist@26# but with
the Hauge-Maripuu model@28# with seven parent states fo
the residualA511 system.~Ref. @26# adopted the Cohen
Kurath model @29# with three parent states.! The Wood-
Saxon central potential depth parameter is varied so as t
the correct separation energy for the decaying nucleon
each parent states, which is 3.370 MeV for12B and 0.601
MeV for 12N. Potential parameters other than the cen
depth are the same as those in Ref.@26#. As a result, they
obtainedDy50.10~denoted by the Blomqvist model in Re
@14#! with a good fit to thef t-value ratio. In order to see
variation of the valueDy by a simplified model, they as
sumed a similar model as above but with a fixed Woo
Saxon central potential of 40.2 MeV by neglecting the par
state dependence. This model~denoted by WSWF in Ref
@14#! gives Dy50.13, with a fairly large deviation of the
f t-value ratio from experimental data. They also gave
value ofDy50.22 for a simple harmonic oscillator model b
adjusting the oscillator strength parameters to fit the
servedf t-value ratio, just for the purpose of estimating t
order of magnitude forDy. Therefore, this value is not use
in our further discussion. On the other hand, we have to r
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the paper of Guichon and Samour@30#, which studied pos-
sible charge asymmetry in nuclear form factors appearing
theb decays of theA512 system. They estimated this asym
metry by multiplying transition operators with the facto
whose numerical values are those of overlapping integral
the single-particle wave functions in Blomqvist’s work@26#.
This method is, in principle, good for the Gamow-Teller m
trix elements but not justified for the axial charge operat
since it contains the derivatives of nucleon coordina
through the nucleon momentum operator. In Ref.@14#, this is
correctly performed by taking into account the derivati
operators operating on the nucleon wave functions explic
Although there is no explicit value ofDy in Ref. @30#, we
can easily evaluate it by using their numerical tables.
obtainedDy50.058 for the Hauge-Maripuu model. Furthe
more, we can also use their numerical tables for the Coh
Kurath model and we obtainDy50.059. This shows that the
variation due to configuration mixing parameters is neg
gible, at least, forDy, although it is sizable for absolut
values of matrix elements and there still remains the effec
the derivative operator.

Finally, we adopt here the theoretical value

Dy5
y1~12N!2y2~12B!

2
50.1060.05 ~ theory!. ~21!

The ambiguity60.05 is conservatively assumed to cov
two other values 1.13 and 0.06. In the analysis, we evalua
our present experimental result as

S 2M
f T

f A
D

expt

5S 2M
f T

f A
D

fit

1Dy. ~22!

Here the contribution of the exchange currents toDy is
relatively small compared with the aboveDy values. This is
because the matrix elements of the axial charge due to
exchange currents consists of parts coming from the core
valence nucleons while those in the impulse approximat
are due to the valence nucleons only.

D. Systematic corrections and errors

We made some systematic corrections to our experim
tally determined alignment correlation terms and evalua
the uncertainties of the corrections and considered system
errors. Correction factors denoted byCi are defined as

FB2~Êj !

B0~Êj !
G

Corr

5)
i

Ci3FB2~Êj !

B0~Êj !
G

Uncorr

, ~23!

where i ’s are V, P, branching ratio~BR!, response~RES!,
and HD defined below andj ranges from 5 to 13 MeV for
12B and from 5 to 15 MeV for12N by 1-MeV steps. Since
the alignment was deduced from the observed polariza
averaged overb-ray energy, corrections to the observed p
larization and hence to the alignment are energy indep
dent. Corrections of the alignment correlation terms the
selves are energy dependent. The correction fac
considered in the present analysis are summarized in T
1-11
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TABLE II. Correction to the alignment correlation terms and systematic errors. The values of en
independent part multiplied by the energy-dependent partC(E) shown in Fig. 7 are listed, whereE is the
b-ray total energy. The values of the systematic errors are given in relative percentage to the alig
correlation coefficient and the absolute values of the total systematic errors are shown in the last ro

12B 12N

Correction C error ~%! C error ~%!

Solid angle 1.054 0.33 1.055 0.36
^p/E& 0.997 ,0.01 0.998 ,0.01
Polarization correlation term 1.001 0.01 0.974 0.02
Alignment calculation 0.08 0.24
Energy scaling 0.50 0.50
Beam position 0.80 0.20
Catcher thickness 0.29 0.28
Decay brancha 0.988CBR(E) 0.03 0.977CBR(E) 0.03
Counter responsea CRES(E) 0.80 CRES(E) 0.81
HD1 admixturea 0.990CHD(E) 0.13

Sum 1.31 1.11

Total systematic error in alignment
correlation coefficient (1/2M ) ,0.01 0.06

aThese corrections have contributions from both the energy-independent and -dependent parts.
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II. The energy-dependent corrections are illustrated in Fig
in solid lines together with the total correction in dotte
lines. The effects of the corrections of the alignment cor
lation terms on 2M f T / f A and y can be roughly estimate
from the change of the slope of the alignment correlat
terms as a function of theb-ray energy~alignment correla-
tion coefficient! as shown in Eq.~5!. The systematic errors
are also shown in Table II in relative percentage to the slo
Each correction is explained briefly below.

a. The finite solid angle of theb-ray detectors.The degree
of alignment was deduced from the polarization. The po
ization term, however, has a different angular distribut
from that of the alignment. Since the counter solid angle w
finite, the observed polarization is the average of
P1(cosu) dependence over the present solid angle while
alignment correlation term is the average ofP2(cosu) depen-
dence as shown in Eq.~3!. Thus the calculated alignmen
correlation term has a correction fact
*P1(cosu)dV/*P2(cosu)dV. The actual angular distribution
however, suffers from the scattering effect caused by the
catcher and thus the distribution is modified. This was ta
into account by theEGS4simulation@20#. The correction fac-
tor CV is then given by

CV5

E E P1~cosu!g~u,E!S~E!dEdV

E E P2~cosu!g~u,E!S~E!dEdV

, ~24!

whereg(u,E) is the scattering effect of theb rays emitted
01550
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from the catcher. The correction factor affects the slope
the alignment correlation terms by15.38% for 12B and
15.51% for 12N.

b. b-ray energy dependence of the angular distributio
In the b-ray angular distribution, the polarization term
given by 7P(p/E)(B1 /B0)P1(cosu). Because the facto
(p/E)B1 /B0 is slightly deviated from unity, the differenc
needs to be corrected. The correction factorCP is energy
independent and is given by

CP5

E E S~m!P~p/E!~B1 /B0!R~m,E!dmdE

E E S~m!R~m,E!dmdE

, ~25!

where theR(m,E) is the counter-response function. This fa
tor affects the slope of the alignment correlation terms b
20.21% for 12B and22.82% for 12N.

c. b-decay branches.The b decays of12B and 12N have
small decay branches to the excited states of12C. Since the
branch to the first excited state has a different maxim
b-ray energy and a change of spin 11→21 from that of
main branch to the ground state, which results in the cha
of angular distribution, the measured alignment and polar
tion are distorted due to the small mixture from the bran
The latest branching ratios~1.28% and 1.898% for12B and
12N, respectively! were used for the correction. The energ
dependent partCBR

A (E) and energy independent partCBR
P of

the correction factors are given by
1-12
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CBR
A ~E!5F 12

9

10

E S1~m!R~m,E!dm

E S~m!R~m,E!dm
G 21

,

CBR
P 512

3

2

E S1~m!R~m,E!dmdE

E S~m!R~m,E!dmdE

, ~26!

respectively. HereS1 is the b-ray spectrum of the decay t
the first excited state of12C. These factors affect the slope
the alignment correlation terms by20.42% for 12B and
21.48% for 12N.

d. Response function of theb-ray detectors. The observed
b-ray energy spectrum is distorted from its original statis

FIG. 7. Energy-dependent and total correction factors. The t
correction factor is defined in Eq.~23! asCTotal5) iCi . The energy-
dependent correction factors for12B~upper! and 12N~lower! are
shown in the solid lines as functions ofb-ray total energy in the
analyzed energy region. The dotted lines are the total correc
factors, which include energy-independent part. Each correc
factor is defined in Sec. IV D.
01550
-

cal shape due to the response of theb-ray counter as dis-
cussed above. Because of the response, the alignment e
at the given energy spreads out into another energy reg
The correction factorCRES(E) for this effect is energy de-
pendent and is given by

CRES~E!5E
E S~m!R~m,E!dm

E S~m!mR~m,E!dm

, ~27!

which affects the slope of the alignment correlation term
23.86% for 12B and24.07% for 12N.

e. Admixture of theHD1 beam in the3He beam. In the
production of12N a small but finite admixture of HD1 beam
produced12B, to disturb the measured12N energy spectrum.
The HD1 can be mixed in the3He beam through the residua
H and D atoms on the wall of the ion source and in the ca
of the gas inlet forming HD molecules, and ionized and a
celerated by the Van de Graaff accelerator. Since the mi
HD1 in 3He beam cannot be separated out by the analy
magnet, it hit residual11B in the 10B enriched target
@10B(90.4%; 11B 9.6%) or 10B ~99.8%; 11B 0.2%!# and
produced unwanted12B through the11B(d,p)12B reaction.
Due to large cross section of the (d,p) reaction, this con-
tamination can be significant with even a small admixtu
This contamination was monitored from the analysis of
b-ray time spectra and the polarization correlation ter
which is sensitive to the admixture of12B, to obtain the ratio
of the yield of the unwanted12B to that of 12N to be (1
60.5)%. The energy-dependent partCHD

A (E) and energy-
independent partCHD

P of the correction factors are given b

CHD
A ~E!5

E @S~m!1Smix~m!#dm

E S~m!R~m,E!dm

,

CHD
P 5

E E S~m!R~m,E!dmdE

E E @S~m!1Smix~m!#R~m,E!dmdE

, ~28!

respectively. Here,Smix is the mixed 12B energy spectrum.
These factors affect the slope of the alignment correlat
terms by20.25% for 12N.

f. Propagation of the error in the observed alignment.The
error in alignment affects evenly all the data points of diffe
ent energy bins. Although the origin of the effect was sta
tical, the error was taken into account as a systematic e
from the nature of the error.

g. Energy scaling.The energy scale was experimenta
determined by producing severalb-emitting unstable nucle
and by detecting their end-point energies. The nonlinearity
the scale, which was mainly caused by the gain shift of
counter system during the long run, directly affects the slo
of the alignment correlation term but the sensitivity of t
present procedure to the nonlinearity is limited. The stabi

al

n
n
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of the counter system was monitored by the change in
center of gravity of theb-ray energy spectrum and wa
found to be within61% for both the12B and 12N experi-
ments. The possible effect within the present sensitivity w
taken into account as a systematic error.

h. Incident beam position on the target.The gravitation
center of the incident beam irradiated on the production
get may slightly move within the designed region during t
long run, which resulted in a slight change in the distributi
of the recoiling nucleus on the surface of the catcher. T
b-ray scattering effect and the energy loss in the catc
depends on that distribution and thus is affected by the b
position changes. This effect was evaluated by theEGS4

simulation and taken into account as a systematic error.
i. Catcher thickness.As previously described, the Mg

catcher was etched every 72 h because of the decrease
polarization due to the contamination on the surface of
catcher. Each time the Mg catcher was etched, its decrea
thickness affected theb-ray scattering effect and the energ
loss in the catcher. The effect was evaluated by theEGS4

simulation and taken into account as a systematic error.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The alignment correlation terms were obtained as a fu
tion of the b-ray total energy as shown in Fig. 8 after th
careful consideration of the corrections and errors. In t

FIG. 8. Alignment correlation terms of12B and 12N obtained in
the present study. The corrected alignment correlation terms of12B
and 12N are shown as functions ofb-ray total energy. The full
circles are the data used in the extraction of the final result and o
circles are not. The solid lines are the theoretical curve’s best fi
the present data.x2/n51.02 was obtained.
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figure the full circles are the present alignment correlat
terms used in the extraction of the final result and the o
circles at lowb-ray energy are not. The solid line is th
theoretical curve’s best fit to the data as discussed below

A. Results of our present study

The G-parity irregular induced tensor term should be d
termined by considering the higher-order effects. With this
mind, we have adopted a formulation of the angular dis
bution, which introduces higher-order partial waves for le
tons, Coulomb corrections for the finite size of nuclei, a
radiative corrections@15,16#. Using the full formula, we have
made a leastx2 fit of the theoretical curves for12B and 12N
simultaneously to a set of12B and 12N data resulting in
slightly curved lines for alignment terms as functions
b-ray energy shown in Fig. 8 as solid lines. The experim
tal data points used for the extraction of the final result w
from 4.5 MeV to 13.5 MeV~data points of 5 MeV–13 MeV
in Fig. 8! for 12B and from 4.5 MeV to 15.5 MeV~data
points of 5 MeV–15 MeV in Fig. 8! for 12N. The free pa-
rameters for the fit weref T and the axial chargey.

From the fit of the theoretical curves to the experimen
data, we obtain the results listed in Table III, where we h
the reducedx2 minimum,x2/n51.02,n being the degree o
freedom of the fit. In order to extractf T , the experimentally
determined weak magnetism,a5(4.0460.03)/2M , given in
Sec. IV B was used. We have 2M f T / f A520.3160.09
~stat.!60.07 ~syst.! andy54.9660.09 ~stat.!60.05 ~syst.! at
a 90% confidence level~CL!, where the possible asymmetr
in the axial charges is not initially taken into account. F
nally, considering the charge asymmetry in the axial char
Dy50.1060.05, discussed in Sec. IV C, we obtained t

en
to

TABLE III. Result of the theoretical curve best fits to the da
The results of the data obtained in the present and 1996 studie
summarized. Errors are evaluated at a 90% CL and all the va
are in units of 1/2M . The asymmetry in the axial chargeDy
50.1060.05 discussed in Sec. IV C was used.

Study 2M f T / f A Error
stat. syst. theory

Without Dy
Present 20.31 0.09 0.07
Previous~1996! 20.02 0.17 0.15

With Dy
Present 20.21 0.09 0.07 0.05
Previous~1996! 10.08 0.17 0.15 0.05

Mean 20.15 0.12 0.05

Study y Error
stat. syst.

Present 4.96 0.09 0.05
Previous~1996! 4.65 0.17 0.14
Mean 4.90 0.10
1-14
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form factor of theG-parity irregular induced tensor term
from the data obtained in the present study as

2M
f T

f A
520.2160.09 ~stat.!60.07 ~syst.!60.05 ~ theory!

~29!

at a 90% CL. This result is consistent with but more prec
than previous results@12,13#. The induced tensor term i
vanishingly small andG symmetry is well maintained.

B. Combined results of our present and earlier studies

To combine the present result with the previous o
obtained in the year 1996@13#, we applied newly studied
systematic corrections to the alignment correlation terms
tained in the work of@13# and considered systematic error
We did not include results obtained in 1985 and 1992, wh
were also discussed in@13# because they have large syste
atic errors resulting from the counter response and from
unknown hyperfine interaction in the Mg catcher at that tim
which has been solved in the present and the Ref.@13# ex-
periment. The main part of the reanalysis of the system
correction was made in theb-ray scattering effect in the Mg
catcher, which affects the correction of the counter so
angle. The correction factorCV51.031 for the alignment
correlation terms was replaced by 1.054 for12B and by 1.055
for 12N. As a result from the reanalyzed data obtained in
year 1996 we have

2M
f T

f A
510.0860.17 ~stat.!60.15 ~syst.!60.05 ~ theory!

~30!

at a 90% CL. The systematic errors due to theb-ray scatter-
ing was added, which turned out to be small relative to
original one. In this result the asymmetry in the axial cha
was taken into account. Finally, combining the previous a
present results we have

2M
f T

f A
520.1560.1260.05 ~ theory! ~31!

at a 90% CL. Here the quadratic sum of the statistical and
systematic errors was used for the weight of the sum
another form, adding these errors we have

20.31<2M
f T

f A
<0.02 ~32!

at a 90% CL. The induced tensor term turns out to be v
ishingly small andG symmetry is maintained. Recently,
theoretical prediction off T @11# was calculated based on th
QCD sum rules. In this QCD frameworkf T is proportional to
the mass difference between the up and down quarks rou
estimated to be 2M f T / f A;(mu2md);0.004. The precise
calculation gives 2M f T / f A510.015260.0053, which is
consistent with the present experimental limit. Here the f
01550
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quark masses,mu55 MeV andmd59 MeV, were used. It is
noted that the contribution from the electromagnetic effec
small.

C. Kubodera-Delorme-Rho model

Since our focus is withb decay of complex nuclei, in the
formalism, anyG-parity irregular signal will stem from the
NNen vertex and meson exchange current effects. In
following we take into account the mesonic contribution a
the off-shell effect following the Kubodera-Delorme-Rh
~KDR! model@31#. In the formalism we consider the proce
v→pen to be the most likely direct mesonic source of
G-parity violating current, since thevNN̄ coupling constant
is large and thev is the lightest meson with appropriat
quantum numbers. Thev meson is emitted by one nucleo
and thep is absorbed by another, thev→pen decay taking
place between the two nucleons. Thev→pen process is
G-parity irregular becausev andp are of the sameG parity
while theG parity associated with the leading term chang
sign in the axial weak hadronic current. In a complex nuc
nucleons are of the off-shell. The induced tensor term ta
the expanded form

i f Tslrkrg5→ i ~ f Tslrkrg51 i f T8Plg5!. ~33!

Here the second term is associated with an exchange-p in-
ducedNN̄ pair andk and P refer to the difference and th
sum of the initial and final nucleon four-momenta, respe
tively. This leads us to define the constant

z52~ f T1 f T8 !. ~34!

The v→pen exchange term is measured by a form fac
Fv , which leads to the exchange related constant

l5
mp

3 gpNN
2

24pM2 S f T82
gpNNFv

gpNNmv
2 D . ~35!

In this model the correlation coefficient is denoted byk and
is expressed by using a parameter containing the coup
constants for exchange and off-mass-shell currentsl as

k5z1lL'2 f T , ~36!

where L is the matrix element of the two-body-transitio
operators@31,32#. In the KDR model, thus, theG-parity ir-
regular observables may be expressed with a combinatio
z and l and these contributions cannot be separated i
single experiment on a single pair of mirror transitions.

To set a constraint on the KDR parameters with the res
of the latest correlation experiments in other mass syste
we will follow the analysis in Ref.@32#. For this purpose, the
statistical error of the present result in Eq.~31!, which was
evaluated at a 90% CL, is reduced to the 1s level to have
2M f T / f A520.1560.0960.05 (theory) in order to com-
bine the other experimental results. From the present re
we havek52(0.1060.09)31023 MeV21. Also we have
k52(0.1960.18)31023 MeV21 from theb-a correlation
experiment in the massA58 @8,33#, and k52(0.27
1-15
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K. MINAMISONO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015501
60.40)31023 MeV21 from the b-g correlation experi-
ment in the massA520 @9,34#. The constraint on the KDR
parameters is shown in Fig. 9. In this extraction we used
values ofL without short range correlation in Ref.@32#. The
solid ellipse is ax251 contour for these three correlatio
experiments. We derive in the 1s level,

z52~0.1260.14!31023 MeV21,

l51~0.3060.88!31023. ~37!

Here it has to be noted that the present result was corre
for nuclear-structure-dependent binding energy effectsDy
and the other two were not. For a more detailed discuss
we are going to measure the alignment correlation term
the massA58 and 20 systems. Also theoretical studies
binding energy difference between mirror pairs and in
matrix element of the two-body-transition operatorsL are
highly needed.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have measured the alignment correlation terms in
b-ray angular distributions from12B and 12N. In order to

FIG. 9. Limits on the KDR parameters. The slopes indicated
the massA58 and 20 are the experimental results from@8,33# and
@9,34#, respectively. The ellipse is thex251 contour.
n
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eliminate the largest systematic error in the previous exp
ment a new timing program for spin manipulation andb-ray
counting was developed. This resulted in reducing the s
tematic error by 1/2. Also theb-ray energy counter respons
to the monochromaticb ray was studied by means of th
Monte Carlo simulation codeEGS4. As a result a good agree
ment between the experimentalb-ray energy spectrum an
the simulated one was accomplished. From the present m
surement we have the coefficient of the induced tensor t
as 2M f T / f A520.2160.09 (stat.)60.07 (syst.)60.05
~theory! at a 90% CL, which is consistent with but mor
reliable than previous results. If we combine the present
sult with the previous result in 1996@13#, the corrections and
systematic errors of which were newly considered and
plied, we have 2M f T / f A520.1560.1260.05 ~theory! at a
90% CL, which is consistent with the theoretical calculati
based on QCD in which the induced tensor coefficient
proportional to the mass difference between up and do
quarks. In the framework of the KDR model we determi
the amplitude of theG-parity violating parametersz that
originate from theNNen term and the exchange and of
mass-shell currents l, as z52(0.1260.14)
31023 MeV21 and l51(0.3060.88)31023 in the 1s
level. In this extraction the results of correlation type expe
ments in the massA58 and 20 other than our result wer
considered. Here the binding energy difference between
ror pairs has been considered only in the massA512 sys-
tem. In order to have a more accurate result, the meas
ment of the alignment term in the massA58, 20 and other
mirror mass systems are going to be performed. Also
theoretical works on the charge asymmetry between mi
pairs and on the nuclear-model-dependent matrixL are very
much awaited.
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